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reform and diversity (PDF)
the meaning of era is a fixed point in time from which a series of years is reckoned how to use era in a sentence synonym discussion of era
uk ˈɪə rə us ˈer ə us ˈɪr ə add to word list b2 a period of time of which particular events or stages of development are typical the jefferson era
a bygone past era the post war era they had worked for peace during the long era of conflict the fall of the berlin wall marked the end of an
era geology specialized era in american english ˈɪərə ˈerə noun 1 a period of time marked by distinctive character events etc the use of
steam for power marked the beginning of an era 2 the period of time to which anything belongs or is to be assigned she was born in the era
of hansoms and gaslight noun a period of time considered as being of a distinctive character epoch an extended period of time the years of
which are numbered from a fixed point or event the christian era a point in time esp one beginning a new or distinctive period the discovery
of antibiotics marked an era in modern medicine an era is a span of time defined for the purposes of chronology or historiography as in the
regnal eras in the history of a given monarchy a calendar era used for a given calendar or the geological eras defined for the history of
earth 1 comparable terms are epoch age period saeculum aeon greek aion 2 and sanskrit yuga 3 etymology era from longman dictionary of
contemporary english related topics history geology e ra ˈɪərə ˈɪrə w3 noun countable a period of time in history that is known for a
particular event or for particular qualities era of we live in an era of instant communication a new era of world peace his death marked the
end of an era the era noun ˈɪərə ˈɪrə ˈerə a period of time usually in history that is different from other periods because of particular
characteristics or events the victorian modern post war era when she left the firm it was the end of an era things were different after that a
new era of peace britannica dictionary definition of era count a period of time that is associated with a particular quality event person etc
the victorian era the christian era the era of the horse and buggy we re just now entering an era of great prosperity his death marks the end
of an era more examples noun c uk ˈɪərə us add to word list b2 a period of time in history that is special for a particular reason the victorian
era a new era of peace definition of era from the cambridge learner s dictionary cambridge university press translations of era in chinese
traditional 時代 年代 see more in chinese simplified 时代 年代 aneel chima and ron gutman october 29 2020 philippe lejeanvre getty images
summary no it isn t just you the pace of change has picked up more than that whereas we used to experience according to the merriam
webster unabridged dictionary of the english language american heritage and collins english dictionary the word era is a noun that refers to
a fixed point in time from which a series of years is reckoned or some memorable date or event that begins a new period in the history of a
person or thing examples of era in a sentence how to use it 23 examples in the era of high precision cross sectional echocardiography it
now seems article history james monroe also called era of good feeling date 1815 1825 location united states key people james monroe era
of good feelings national mood of the united states from 1815 to 1825 as first described by the boston columbian centinel on july 12 1817
in an era of greater volatility it s also crucial to develop a capability for monitoring potential disruptions and opportunities some of these will
come from changes to the macroeconomic an era of darkness the british empire in india shashi tharoor 4 17 11 322 ratings1 426 reviews in
the 18th century india s share of the world economy was as large as europe s by 1947 after two centuries of british rule it had decreased
six fold art women s roles social thought religion see also references further reading external links gilded age in united states history the
gilded age is described as the period from about the 1870s to the late 1890s which occurred between the reconstruction era and the
progressive era singular noun the end of something such as a period of time an event a book or a film is the last part of it or the final point
in it see full entry for end collins cobuild advanced learner s dictionary copyright harpercollins publishers definition of era era ɪərə countable
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noun inglorious empire what the british did to india first published in india as an era of darkness the british empire in india is a work of non
fiction by shashi tharoor an indian politician and diplomat on the effects of british colonial rule on india an era of darkness noun ˈer ə
definition of era as in day an extent of time associated with a particular person or thing the introduction of the mass production of cars on
an assembly line ushered in the era of the automobile synonyms similar words relevance day age time period epoch year generation cycle
span date space while vintage spell bit
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era definition meaning merriam webster May 02 2024 the meaning of era is a fixed point in time from which a series of years is reckoned
how to use era in a sentence synonym discussion of era
era english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 01 2024 uk ˈɪə rə us ˈer ə us ˈɪr ə add to word list b2 a period of time of which particular
events or stages of development are typical the jefferson era a bygone past era the post war era they had worked for peace during the long
era of conflict the fall of the berlin wall marked the end of an era geology specialized
era definition and meaning collins english dictionary Feb 29 2024 era in american english ˈɪərə ˈerə noun 1 a period of time marked by
distinctive character events etc the use of steam for power marked the beginning of an era 2 the period of time to which anything belongs
or is to be assigned she was born in the era of hansoms and gaslight
era definition meaning dictionary com Jan 30 2024 noun a period of time considered as being of a distinctive character epoch an
extended period of time the years of which are numbered from a fixed point or event the christian era a point in time esp one beginning a
new or distinctive period the discovery of antibiotics marked an era in modern medicine
era wikipedia Dec 29 2023 an era is a span of time defined for the purposes of chronology or historiography as in the regnal eras in the
history of a given monarchy a calendar era used for a given calendar or the geological eras defined for the history of earth 1 comparable
terms are epoch age period saeculum aeon greek aion 2 and sanskrit yuga 3 etymology
era meaning of era in longman dictionary of contemporary Nov 27 2023 era from longman dictionary of contemporary english
related topics history geology e ra ˈɪərə ˈɪrə w3 noun countable a period of time in history that is known for a particular event or for
particular qualities era of we live in an era of instant communication a new era of world peace his death marked the end of an era the
era noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 27 2023 era noun ˈɪərə ˈɪrə ˈerə a period of time usually in history that is different
from other periods because of particular characteristics or events the victorian modern post war era when she left the firm it was the end of
an era things were different after that a new era of peace
era definition meaning britannica dictionary Sep 25 2023 britannica dictionary definition of era count a period of time that is associated with
a particular quality event person etc the victorian era the christian era the era of the horse and buggy we re just now entering an era of
great prosperity his death marks the end of an era more examples
era meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Aug 25 2023 noun c uk ˈɪərə us add to word list b2 a period of time in history that is
special for a particular reason the victorian era a new era of peace definition of era from the cambridge learner s dictionary cambridge
university press translations of era in chinese traditional 時代 年代 see more in chinese simplified 时代 年代
what it takes to lead through an era of exponential change Jul 24 2023 aneel chima and ron gutman october 29 2020 philippe lejeanvre
getty images summary no it isn t just you the pace of change has picked up more than that whereas we used to experience
what does era mean the word counter Jun 22 2023 according to the merriam webster unabridged dictionary of the english language
american heritage and collins english dictionary the word era is a noun that refers to a fixed point in time from which a series of years is
reckoned or some memorable date or event that begins a new period in the history of a person or thing
era in a sentence sentence examples by cambridge dictionary May 22 2023 examples of era in a sentence how to use it 23
examples in the era of high precision cross sectional echocardiography it now seems
era of good feelings summary facts britannica Apr 20 2023 article history james monroe also called era of good feeling date 1815
1825 location united states key people james monroe era of good feelings national mood of the united states from 1815 to 1825 as first
described by the boston columbian centinel on july 12 1817
how to succeed in an era of volatility harvard business review Mar 20 2023 in an era of greater volatility it s also crucial to develop a
capability for monitoring potential disruptions and opportunities some of these will come from changes to the macroeconomic
an era of darkness the british empire in india goodreads Feb 16 2023 an era of darkness the british empire in india shashi tharoor 4
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17 11 322 ratings1 426 reviews in the 18th century india s share of the world economy was as large as europe s by 1947 after two
centuries of british rule it had decreased six fold
gilded age wikipedia Jan 18 2023 art women s roles social thought religion see also references further reading external links gilded age in
united states history the gilded age is described as the period from about the 1870s to the late 1890s which occurred between the
reconstruction era and the progressive era
end of an era definition and meaning collins english dictionary Dec 17 2022 singular noun the end of something such as a period of time an
event a book or a film is the last part of it or the final point in it see full entry for end collins cobuild advanced learner s dictionary copyright
harpercollins publishers definition of era era ɪərə countable noun
inglorious empire wikipedia Nov 15 2022 inglorious empire what the british did to india first published in india as an era of darkness the
british empire in india is a work of non fiction by shashi tharoor an indian politician and diplomat on the effects of british colonial rule on
india
an era of darkness archive org Oct 15 2022 an era of darkness
era synonyms 16 similar words merriam webster thesaurus Sep 13 2022 noun ˈer ə definition of era as in day an extent of time
associated with a particular person or thing the introduction of the mass production of cars on an assembly line ushered in the era of the
automobile synonyms similar words relevance day age time period epoch year generation cycle span date space while vintage spell bit
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